
Upstart® is a collection of freestanding, height-adjustable table desks, privacy screens and storage components that work in conjunction with systems furniture or plan independently to create flexible work areas.

Original Upstart table desks feature rounded corners and curved legs, and Plannable Upstart table desks feature crisp, 90-degree corners and straight legs.

Casters and glides are height adjustable to support proper alignment and user comfort.

Simple, functional screens mount to freestanding table desks to define workstations.

Upstart file cart, right, offers a nimble alternative to the conventional mobile pedestal, with letter or legal filing, personal storage and a lockable, receding top.

Opposite: Plannable Upstart table desks in Bright White laminate with Bright White edge and Silver legs define workstations along Currents Fence. Chadwick™ chairs in Silver.

Top: Original Upstart table desks in Bright White laminate with Trim Grey edge and Silver legs. Morrison Network privacy screens in Reflect, Ember. Chadwick chairs in Silver.

Below left: Plannable Upstart table desks in Natural Cherry laminate with Jet Black edge and Silver legs. CHIP™ chairs in Blue.

Below right: Plannable Upstart table desks in Bright White laminate with Bright White edge and Silver legs. Upstart privacy screens in ribbed polycarbonate. Chadwick chairs in Silver.

Knoll Office Tables and Desks
Upstart®

Roll it, raise it, add on or take away. Comes together or moves apart. Upstart is a team player, but also stands on its own. Made for anyone and everyone, Upstart offers a fast solution to help jump-start your ideas. Independent table desks create any number of configurations to support individual or group work.